
Birkenhead Park School recently purchased 30 all-in-one HP EliteOne 800 G3

PCs and 29 laptops through Bulky Bob 's for Business '  REUSE IT scheme .

Through their partnerships with universities such as Liverpool John Moores ,

Bulky Bob 's for Business are able to access high quality used computers , which

are data wiped and refurbished , to be made available at greatly reduced prices

to local schools , colleges and charities .

IT Systems Officer at Birkenhead Park School , David Maple was impressed with

the quality of the kit , stating it was 'almost as new ' ,  therefore offering great

value . They made significant savings by purchasing refurbished equipment

which is reliable and fit for purpose . REUSE IT allowed the school an

opportunity to improve their social responsibility , as acquiring through the

scheme lessens the environmental impact of recycling and the demand for new

equipment to be produced .

Bulky Bob 's for Business are part of FRC Group - a collection of social

enterprises and registered charities with a mission to End Furniture Poverty .

Creating social value is the heart of what they do , so with Birkenhead Park

School 's purchase , they were also donated 5 Viglen PCs for pupils living in need .
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"They  make  me  feel  grown  up . "
 

"Having  these  computers  makes  me  feel  I  am  working  in  an  adult

environment . "
 

"They  are  super  fast  and  look  super  cool . "
 

"Fast  and  look  good . "

 

Students at Birkenhead Park School
 

" I  personal ly  think  that  they  make  the  classroom  look  smart  because  the

machines  are  sleek .  They  definitely  give  a  professional  feel . "  

 

Karen Orchard -  Teacher of Computing and IT 
Birkenhead Park School

The school purchased the below all-in-one model with a minimalistic design ,

saving on space and cabling . The modern and attractive appearance of this PC

paired with its impressive specification is ideal for appealing to students and

enhancing their education . 

Bulky Bob 's for Business have a range of other even more affordable options

available , such as the HP EliteDesk 800 G3 Tower PC and the HP EliteDesk 800

G3 Desktop PC . They offer 6 months warranty and free delivery on all orders .

PROCESSOR: Intel® Core™ i5-7500 3.5 GHz 
STORAGE: Samsung 256GB SSD  
RAM: 8 GB DDR4 DIMM

HP EliteOne 
800 G3 PC

Providing quality IT resources is integral in supporting children in their

learning . Bulky Bob 's for Business '  service provides an excellent opportunity for

schools to acquire high specification products at affordable prices , all whilst

helping the planet and people in the local area ; as profits are re-invested into

achieving their mission to End Furniture Poverty .
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